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Abstract
Spoken term detection (STD) from oral presentations is ad-
dressed. Specifically, we regard STD as a line detection prob-
lem in an image file, in which each pixel holds a syllable-
distance between query term and automatic speech recognition
(ASR) results. Since such kind of image file essentially in-
cludes ASR errors, line detection in noisy image should be in-
vestigated. In this paper, we propose line detection-oriented im-
age processing filters for STD. We achieved 0.39 of F-measure
for low frequency term (out of vocabulary term in ASR sys-
tem) detection task, and 0.69 of F-measure for known term (in-
vocabulary term in ASR system) detection task.
Index Terms: spoken term detection, image processing, image
filtering, line detection

1. Introduction
With the advance of high-speed networks and mass storage, a
great deal of audio contents, such as podcasts, TV news, home
videos, and lecture/presentation videos, can be easily stored and
published. In some universities, lecture videos are actually pub-
lished in the open domain through web pages. Since such audio
contents continue to increase, we need robust methods that can
deal with them. Spoken document retrieval (SDR) and spoken
term detection (STD), which process such huge amounts of spo-
ken data for efficient search and browsing, are promising.

Many SDR studies have been investigated on the Text Re-
trieval Conference (TREC) SDR test collection[1] . Recently,
the Japanese SDR test collection[2] , which consists of oral pre-
sentations, was constructed, and we investigated SDR to find
target spoken documents from many oral presentations[3][4] .
We found that just searching each spoken document is inad-
equate since users can only understand whether the retrieved
document is suitable after checking/browsing all of it. STD,
which detects the parts that contain a query term, is promising to
solve this problem since terms/keywords are automatically an-
notated in the retrieved documents by SDR systems. Users can
find suitable documents by checking such automatically added
keywords. Therefore, we study STD in this paper.

For STD, indexing by automatic speech recognition (ASR)
and flexible pattern matching between a query and the index
are required. Many STD researches have investigated these
problems[5][6][7][8][9] . We focus on flexible matching.

Based on the definition of Kaneko et al.[7], we regard STD
as a line detection problem in a term-ASR result image file in
which each pixel holds the distance between the syllables in the
query term and the ASR results. If there are no ASR errors, a
line appears in such an image, and thus we can detect the term
positions by detecting lines in it. However, such images es-
sentially include ASR errors, especially for out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) word segments. Based on ASR errors, in an image,
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Figure 1: Overview of line detection-based STD

some line components are off their positions or have even dis-
appeared. For these reasons, conventional line detection-based
STD/keyword spotting[7] cannot achieve sufficient accuracy.
For a robust line detection-based STD, line detection methods
from noisy images must be investigated.

Based on these backgrounds, we propose image processing
filters for line detection-based STDs. Specifically, we propose
a noise removal filter and a line enhanced filter to convert a
noisy image in which the target line is difficult to find to a line-
detectable image in which the target line is easy to find.

In Section 2, we describe a framework of line detection-
based STD. In Section 3, the proposed image filters for line
detection are described. In Section 4, we present and discuss
the experimental results. Our conclusions are found in Section
5.

2. Spoken Term Detection
Based on Line Detection in Image

2.1. Overview of Line Detection-based STD

First, we describe an overview of STD based on line detection
in image files. One problem with STD finding speech segments
that contain a query term. Indexing by ASR and flexible pat-
tern matching between a query and the index are necessary. As
for flexible pattern matching, line detection in image files has
been proposed[7]. For a given query (p-syllables) and the ASR
result (q-syllables), a q × p grayscale digital image file is gen-
erated. Each element (pixel) Ei,j holds a normalized distance
(0 to 255) between the i-th syllable of the query and the j-th
syllable of the ASR result, which reflects how confusing the
syllables are. If there are no ASR errors, a 45-degree line ap-
pears in such a grayscale image, and therefore, we can detect
the terms by detecting such lines in the image. Figure 1 shows
an example of line detection-based STD in query-ASR result
grayscale digital images.

Hough transform is one of the most well-known methods
for automatic detection of lines in images. Since only a 45-
degree line is a target line for STD tasks, line detection-based
STD is defined as a process that finds every j such that averaged
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Figure 2: Problems for line detection caused by ASR error

cumulative distance Mj is smaller than a given threshold α:

Mj < α (1 ≤ j ≤ q − p)→ a term exists, (1)

where

Mj =
1

p

pX

i=1

Di,i+j−1.

Here, p and q are the lengths of the query and the ASR results,
that correspond to the image height and width, respectively.
Di,j shows a value of (i, j)-pixel that reflects the distance be-
tween the i-th syllable of the query and the j-th syllable of the
ASR result.

2.2. Problems with Line Detection-based STD

Next, we discuss the main problem of the above line detection-
based STD. When the target spoken terms are mis-recognized in
a frontend ASR system, line detection errors might be caused.
Figure 2 shows a query-ASR result grayscale image when ASR
errors are contained in a target spoken term. The ASR errors
are classified into three types: substitution error, deletion error,
and insertion error. For substitution error, line detection-based
STD works robustly since some pixel values are slightly overes-
timated and gaps appear in a target line that does not generally
affect the Hough transformation. On the contrary, insertion and
deletion errors cause a significant problem for line detection-
based STD. When insertion/deletion errors occur, the target line
shifts to the right/down-side from the error point. Therefore,
simple line detection based on formulation (1) fails.

3. Image Processing Filters for
Speech Recognition Errors

3.1. Line Enhanced Filter

Here, we describe a line enhanced filter that is used for recover-
ing the shifts and gaps of lines caused by ASR errors. We pro-
pose a filter that can cope with deletion and substitution errors.
The filter, which is shown on the left side of Figure 3, replaces
the value of the center pixel (black circle) with the mean of the
three highest pixel values in the gray area. This is based on the
assumption that even if deletion or insertion error occur, at least
three pixels composing a target line are included in the gray
area. An example of line enhancement by the filter is shown in

�� �

Figure 3: line enhanced filter (left) and noise removal filter
(right)
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Figure 4: Example of line enhanced and noise removal filtering

the upper part of Figure 4. We can see a bold line for the line
part. With the line enhanced filter, lines are easily detectable
even if deletion or insertion error exists. However, it causes
negative effects. By adopting this filter, pseudo lines might be
detected since some image noises (pixels that have quite dif-
ferent values from their surroundings) are enhanced (example:
upper right of Figure 4). Therefore, to solve this problem, we
also introduced a noise removal filter that is described in the
following section.

3.2. Noise Removal Filter

Next, we describe a noise removal filter. Even though smooth-
ing and median filters are common, they remove lines that we
want to detect. Thus, we study a filter that removes only the
noises and maintains target lines. We propose a kind of median
filter that replaces the value of a center pixel with the median of
the pixel values of the gray part (right side of Figure 3). In Fig-
ure 4 in the lower part, the noise removal result with this filter
is shown. Noise pixels (black pixels in upper right) have been
thinned. We confirmed that only the pixels around the target
line are well enhanced compared to the result without a noise
removal filter before the line enhanced filter (see upper/lower
parts of Figure 4).

4. Spoken Term Detection Experiment
4.1. Experimental Setup

For the STD evaluation, we need the following: a set of spoken
documents to be retrieved, a set of query terms, and a correct
list for each term. In Japan recently, a large test collection for
STD was constructed by a spoken document processing work-
ing group[10] . In this work, we use this test collection.

The document set consists of 2702 presentations of the Cor-
pus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ)[11] . The total amount of
the presentations is about 604 hours. The test collection also
prepares a small test set called the “CSJ core,” which consists
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Figure 6: Evaluation of out-of-vocabulary detection
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Figure 5: Block diagram of STD algorithm

of 44 hours speech from 177 oral presentations. In this work,
we use the small test set. In the test collection, the baseline auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) results of all the presentations
are included.

In the test collection, in-vocabulary (IV) and out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) sets are included, and we test our STD meth-
ods with both. The IV set consists of 50 terms that are listed in
the ASR dictionary. The OOV set consists of 50 terms that are
not listed in it: low frequency terms.

Next, the evaluation metrics are described. We segmented
the presentation speech into utterances based on pauses longer
than 200 msec. STD is defined as a task to detect utterances
including a given term. We used recall, precision and F-measure
for evaluation measures. For each term, they are calculated, and
the averages over 50 terms are used for evaluation.

4.2. Spoken Term Detection Algorithm

First, we describe our STD algorithm. Figure 5 shows a block
diagram. A query term that consists of p-syllables is input, and
then for each ASR result of k-th utterance Uk, a query-utterance
syllable-distance map (image file) is generated. Next, line de-
tection is performed to retrieve a term. A term is included in Uk

where j exists such that 1 ≤ j ≤ q − p and Mj < α (formula

(1)). If no lines are detected, another line detection is performed
for a image enhanced by the proposed filters. The STD process
is performed for all utterances (Uk: k = 1 . . . N), and a list of
those that include the term is output.

Then, we defined syllable-distance. For it, we used the
mean of the normalized Bhattacharyya distances (NBD) of
phoneme HMMs that consist of syllables:

NBD = 255 (1− exp(β · Bhattacharyya-distance)). (2)

Here, normalized parameter β is set to 0.75 empirically.

4.3. Evaluation of Image Processing Filters

4.3.1. STD Evaluation on OOV Task

We evaluated our image processing filters by performing line
detection-based STD without any image filters, with the line en-
hanced filter, and with both line enhanced and noise removal fil-
ters. We tested STD with 50 OOV terms using different thresh-
old α (formula (1)). For each term, the recall rate, the preci-
sion rate, and the F-measure are calculated, and averages over
50 terms are evaluated. Figure 6 shows the results. The result
without filters and threshold (non-filtering, α = 0 in Figure 6)
corresponds to a result achieved by text-based complete match-
ing. The recall rate is 5% and shows that the OOV terms cannot
be detected by simple text-based matching from ASR results.
Using a line enhanced filter, the recall rate is improved. We
confirmed that many correct terms are found even when ASR er-
rors exist. On the other hand, the precision rate clearly declined
since noises are enhanced and pseudo lines are detected. Using
the noise removal filter before the line enhanced filter improved
the precision rate, especially where larger threshold α was used.
When the threshold is set to 50, we improved the precision rate
from 11 to 26% and retained a recall rate of 52→49%, and ob-
tained the highest F-measure.

Comparing the result without filters, STD with the proposed
filters achieved a comparable F-measure, a higher recall rate,
and a lower precision rate. For STD, recall is very significant
since a GUI-based STD system lists candidates, and users can
easily discard false results from the list and choose by clicking
to check whether the candidate is true or false. If recall is not
enough, we cannot find undetected terms just by clicking. The
STD results (threshold α = 50) are listed in Table 1. F-measure
is a weighted harmonic mean of recall and precision:

Fw =
(1 + w2) ∗ pre. ∗ rec.

w2 ∗ pre. + rec.
. (3)

In Table 1, F1 is shown for the F-measure. Then we compared
the baseline and the proposed results with weighting on the re-
call rate. When weight w is two, which means we regard twice
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Table 1: Results for STD for OOV term detection task
Rec. Pre. F.

Image-based STD (baseline) 0.29 0.43 0.35
+ line enhanced filter 0.52 0.11 0.18
+ noise removal filters 0.49 0.26 0.34
Complete matching 0.05 0.22 0.08
Continuous DP matching 0.38 0.22 0.28

Table 2: Image-based STD results for term-length sets (50 OOV
terms)

Term length
(# of syllables) Rec. Pre. F. thres. α∗

3 ∼ 5 0.31 0.21 0.25 30
6 ∼ 7 0.50 0.38 0.43 50
8 ∼ 12 0.84 0.34 0.48 70

Average 0.51 0.31 0.39
∗List of thresholds giving highest F-measure

as much recall as precision, the F2 of the baseline and the pro-
posed STD are 0.31 and 0.42. The proposed STD outperformed
the baseline STD.

For comparison, STD by text-based complete matching and
STD by continuous DP matching are also listed in Table 1.
Here, for the continuous DP matching, syllable-based string
matching was performed. The segments whose edit distance is
smaller than three are detected. We confirmed that image-based
STD works reasonably.

We scrutinized the detection errors and found different er-
ror tendencies based on the length of a search term. For shorter
terms, since false detections frequently occur, smaller threshold
α (formula (1)) is required. On the contrary, for longer terms,
we can mitigate detection threshold α. Actually, for terms
shorter than 6 syllables, setting the threshold to 30 achieved the
highest F-measure. For terms that consist of 6 or 7 syllables
and for terms longer or equal to 8 syllables, the best thresh-
olds are 50 and 70, respectively. These results are shown in
Table 2. We confirm that a higher recall rate can be achieved
for longer terms, but not for shorter terms. Although the recall
rate can be improved with larger threshold α, the degradation
of the precision rate is very serious, and we cannot improve the
F-measure (F1). Compared with the image-based STD result
using the identical threshold for any term-length, higher preci-
sion with comparable recall is achieved. Finally, the 0.39 and
0.45 of the F-measure (F1 and F2) are achieved for an OOV
term detection task.

4.3.2. STD Evaluation on IV Task

We also tested image-based STD with IV 50 terms, (Table
3). Since IV words can be recognized, the STD performance
greatly depends on the ASR accuracy. In this work, the ASR
result whose word accuracy is about 75% was used. Even with
detection by complete matching, more than half of the correct
segments are correctly detected and false acceptance is quite
small. The result of continuous DP matching is identical to
complete matching since continuous DP matching, which does
not allow any errors, made the highest F-measure.

Image-based STD works well, and the proposed filtering
with term length-dependent thresholds achieved the highest re-
call and comparable F-measures (F1=0.69, F2=0.65). We con-

Table 3: Results for STD for IV term detection task
Rec. Pre. F.

Image-based STD (baseline) 0.57 0.94 0.71
+ both filters 0.61 0.81 0.70
+ length-dependent threshold 0.62 0.78 0.69
Complete matching 0.56 0.95 0.70
Continuous DP matching 0.56 0.95 0.70

firmed that the proposed method worked well and had no nega-
tive effects of STD on the IV terms.

5. Conclusions
We described image-based STD from oral presentations. We
regarded STD as a line detection problem and proposed image
filters that enhanced the target lines and removed noises in im-
age files. We tested the method with Japanese STD tasks. For
a 50-OOV term detection task, we confirmed that the proposed
image filters worked significantly and greatly improved the re-
call rate. Using term-length dependent detection parameters,
we achieved the highest F-measure. For a 50-IV term detection
task, we confirmed that the proposed method worked well and
had no negative effects.
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